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8 Safety

Safety
Before installing, operating or servicing this equipment, please read the following
precautions carefully:


The Vertical Case Transport System is a very heavy piece of equipment
and will require a forklift or several people to move safely off the shipping
pallet. Always use proper lifting techniques when moving this equipment.



This machine is equipped with moving belts. Do not place hands near the rear of
this unit when the belts are moving as fingers may be pinched where belts enter
the frame.



Do not attempt to open or work on the electrical box, junction boxes or other
electrical components of the unit without first disconnecting power to the
machine. Electrical shock hazard exists if power is not disconnected.



Do not by-pass any factory-designed safety features such as guards, interlocks,
switches, etc.



Do not place hands or body inside the confines of the machine unless all
mechanisms are securely fastened, and the air and electrical supply is shut off.



Never provide service or clear a box jam when machine is running.



Do not wear loose clothing such as ties, scarves, jewelry etc. Long hair should be
pulled back and/or covered while operating this machine.



Do not stand or climb on any part of the Vertical Case Transport System.
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Set Up and Installation
Requirements
The Vertical Case Transport System will arrive at your facility mostly assembled and
requires very little set up. There are some general recommendations and requirements
for your set up area.

Air Supply
The Vertical Case Transport System requires a consistent air supply at 60-100 psi for
normal operation.

Electrical
The Vertical Case Transport System uses a standard 120VAC properly wired and
grounded electrical outlet

Environment
Make sure the mounting surface is solid and level. You will need access to the feed
chute and the discharge area. You will also need access to the hinged back panel if you
need to adjust the push plate travel distance.

Printer
Determine what printer you will be mounting on the transport system and refer to the
Printer’s User Guide for mounting instructions and location.
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Unpacking
The Vertical Case Transport System is shipped boxed and mounted on shipping pallets.
It is mostly assembled but the major components are mounted on 2 separate pallets.
Remove the cardboard packaging from the machine. The transport system is bolted to
the shipping pallets. The pneumatic infeed section on one pallet and the belt drive
section on another. The end roller assembly is attached to the rear of the transport
module for shipping.
We suggest that you move the transport system as close to the installation area as
possible before removing the modules from the shipping pallets. Remove the shipping
bolts that connect the system to the pallet. There are four bolts, nuts and washers
through the four legs on each module.
Caution!

The Vertical Case Transport System is a very heavy piece
of equipment and will require a forklift or several people to
move safely off the shipping pallet. Always use proper
lifting techniques when moving this equipment.

If you have purchased the optional locking castors install them on all 8 legs now.

Transport Leg
Locking castor

Notice:

Obviously you will have to raise the transport system off
the floor to install the castors. Use proper equipment when
lifting the transport system. Ensure the Vertical Case
Transport System is secure and will not shift while the
castors are being installed.
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Assembly
Assembling the Vertical Case Transport System is very simple.
Remove the end roller assembly from the shipping position on the back of the transport
module. Line up the mounting holes and use the same nuts, bolts and washers to attach
the end roller assemble to the transport module.

End Roller Assembly
in the Shipping
Position

End Roller Assembly in
the Operating Position

Place the Pneumatic module that contains the feed chute on a flat surface. Place the
belt drive module downstream and in line with the feeder. Locate the connecting holes
on the infeed and transport modules and use the supplied nuts, bolts and washers to
attach the two modules.
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There is also a connecting strap on the back of the transport system. The connecting
strap will be attached to the infeed and transport modules. Position the unattached end
on the infeed module and attach with supplied nuts and bolts. Below is an illustration of
the connecting strap installation.
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Connections
Air
Connect the 2 airlines from the cylinder to the two connections located on the side of
the controller box. There is a hinged panel on the back of the infeed module that allows
access to the cylinder. The connections are labeled “1” and “2”. Connect the lines to the
corresponding connectors.
Connect the line from your air supply to the quick connect air line fitting located on the
side of the controller box.

Air Flow
Direction
Toggle

Signal
Cable to
Photocell

Airlines to
Cylinder

Power
Cord
Main Air
Supply
Connection

Electrical
Plug the power cord into a properly wired and grounded electrical outlet.
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Adjustments
Before operation there are a few size adjustments.

Feed Chute Width
This is a very simple adjustment. Lift up both of the red lever stops located beneath the
movable feed chute. Slide the movable feed chute to accommodate the box size. Make
sure there is a small 1/8” gap between the box and the movable feed chute. This is to
ensure proper movement down along the chutes while running the machine. If there is
not enough clearance boxes will jam and not feed smoothly. Close the red lever stops to
lock the chute in place. Maximum box width for the vertical case transport system is 32”.
WARNING!

Minimum box size is 10”. Boxes smaller than this may cause
damage to moving parts on the machine.
Box Push Arm

Stationary
Feed Chute

Movable
Feed Chute

Red Lever
Stops
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Push Plate Control Arm Travel Distance
There is a hinged panel on the back of the infeed module that will allow access to the
push plate control arm. There a knob located on the air cylinder control arm that is used
to adjust the travel distance or to reverse the cylinder position.

Lift Up Back
Panel

Adjustment
Knob

Air
Cylinder

Course Adjustment (Large or Small Boxes)
There are two air cylinder control arm positions for different size boxes. If you are
loading box that are greater than 21 1/2” you will want the air cylinder to be on the right
side as you face the back of the machine. If you will be loading boxes that are smaller
than 21 1/2” you will want the air cylinder positioned on the left end of the control arm as
you face the machine.
Note:

You may need to disconnect the main air supply line to the
machine if rotating the cylinder is too difficult.

Toggle switch position for course adjustment
There is a toggle switch located on the side of the control box. This toggle switch is
used to control the direction of air flow to the air cylinder. For boxes longer than 21 ½”
move the toggle to the up position. For boxes shorter than 21 ½” move the toggle switch
to the down position.
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If you need to reverse the air cylinder position simply loosen the adjustment knob on the
air cylinder enough so the brackets can be rotated and pass through the guide rails.
Reverse the cylinder direction and re-attach the brackets to the guide rails. Tighten the
Adjustment knob.
Guide
Rails

Guide Rail
Brackets

Adjustment
Knob

Guide Rails

Guide Rail Brackets
Rotated to Pass
Through the Guide
Rails
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Control Arm Left

Air Cylinder Right

Orientation for Boxes Larger Than 21 1/2“

Air Cylinder Left

Control Arm Right

Orientation for Boxes Smaller Than 21 1/2“
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Fine Adjustment
When the air cylinder and control rod are in the proper orientation for box size you will
have to use the adjustment knob to move the air cylinder along the guide rails. Loosen
the adjustment knob and move the air the air cylinder on the guide rails so the box push
arm will travel 3/8 “ to 1/2 “ past the edge of the box when the cylinder rod is completely
extended. When making adjustments for smaller boxes do not adjust the box push arm
closer to 8” from the edge of the infeed module back panel.
Note:

The cylinder control rod will naturally be in the fully extended
position if the machine is hooked up to air pressure.

Box Push Arm
3/8” to 1/2” Beyond
Box Edge

Box Edge
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End Bar Adjustment
Adjust the end bar to correspond to the box size. You want the end bar to be positioned
so it drops the box correctly onto your rolling stock or cart. There are adjustments to
move the end bar horizontally, vertically and in and out.

End Kick Out
Bar

End Roller
Assembly
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Kick Delay Adjustment
The Kick Delay time adjustment is located on the PCL located inside the control box.
Remove the control box cover to gain access to the PCL
Kick delay may need to be adjusted for small boxes.

Kick delay programming steps


Press button “A” or “B” to toggle between kick delay and photo eye delay.



Press “OK” on value needed to be changed.



To increase or decrease the values press the (+) or (-) buttons. Each 1/10 equals
1/10 of a second.

Air Pressure
The air pressure is pre-set at the factory and should not have to be changed. If you do
have a need to adjust the air pressure to the cylinder there is a pressure regulator
located inside the control box. Once again, the air pressure is pre-set and in most
circumstances should not have to be changed.
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Box Stabilizer Bracket
There is a bracket mounted over the infeed chute that can be used to help stabilize
smaller boxes as they are being fed through the chute. To use the box stabilizer
bracket, position it so that it is about ¼” about the boxes that are being fed. The box
stabilizer bracket can be adjusted both horizontally and vertically.
Note:

Make sure the box stabilizer bracket is not riding on or touching the
boxes. You want the bracket to be position just above the boxes.

Box Stabilizer
Bracket
Assembly

Box Push
Arm

Infeed Chute
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Mounting the Ink Jet Printer
There are mounting holes predrilled that allow you to mount a variety of printing
systems on the Vertical Case Transport System. Refer to the User Guide that came
with your printer for mounting instructions. There are also two 110-120VAC 15 Amp
electrical outlets mounted on the side of the control box that can be used to provide
service to the mounted printers.
Caution:

Electrical outlets are hot whenever the machine is powered
up!

Below is an illustration showing the location of a possible mounting bracket
configuration. Your configuration may be different.
PZ Mounting
Bracket

DOD Mounting
Bracket

Electrical Outlets
used for Printers
Only

Attention:

Do not use electrical outlets for high amperage equipment.
This may cause damage to the electrical components. The
installed outlets are low amperage output, specifically for
printers only!
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Operation
Loading
Loading General
Tilt the handles to one side and slide them up the rails until behind the last box.
Maximum load capacity is approximately 3/4 the length of the feed chutes.

Movable
Feed Chute

Red Lever
Stop

Move Paddles
to the Side
Position

Stationary
Feed Chute

Loading During Operation
It is easy to load the feed chute hopper while the machine is running. Simply load boxes
onto the feed chutes behind the paddles. Tilt the handles to the side and move them up
the rails behind the last box. Make sure the paddles are behind the last box and tilt them
back up to the run position. Make sure the paddles are returned to the upright run
position.
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Loading Tips


The boxes need the weight of the paddles behind them to correctly
feed.



Do not try and overload the feed chute.



Do not squeeze or push the boxes in tightly.

Paddles in “Run”
Position

Movable
Feed
Chute

Stationary
Feed Chute

Attention:

Boxes must folded flat and in relatively good condition when
loaded into the feed chute. Ripped, torn or otherwise
mangled boxes will not feed or transport properly and can
cause damage to the Vertical Case Transport.
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Box Through Catch
The “Box Through Catch” is a small bracket that when adjusted correctly allows only
one box at a time to be captured by the belt. Loosen the knob on the bracket and adjust
it to the current box width. Add an additional 1/8” – 1/4” clearance between the box
through catch and the box.

Through Box
Catch Bracket
Locking Screw

1/8” to 1.4”
Clearance
Between the
Box and Catch
Bracket Edge

Box
Direction

Box

Drive Belt

Note:

The box through catch is a very important adjustment. You may
want to recheck and fine tune this adjustment as you begin
operation.

There is also a box through catch located on the opposite end of the boxes on the
movable feed chute.
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Box Push Bar Spacer for Double Wall Boxes
If you will be transporting double wall boxes you will want to install the plastic spacer
behind the box push bar. To install the plastic spacer simply remove the 3 screws on
the push bar. Position the plastic spacer under the metal push bar and replace the
screws.
Note:

The spacer is not needed for single wall boxes. If installed
while transporting single wall boxes it may feed multiple boxes
and cause the machine to jam.

Box Push
Arm

3 Mounting
Screws

Plastic
Spacer
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Control Panel

Power Up
On the control panel turn the power switch to the “ON” position. Make sure the
“Emergency Stop” is not depressed. If so turn to release.

Counter
There is a programmable counter located on the control panel.

The counter will record the number of boxes that have been advanced through the
transport system. You can also program the counter to stop after a set number of
boxes.
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Programming the Counter
You can set the number of boxes you want to transport.
To begin programming the counter, press the up or down arrow key located on the
counter. Select the digit you want to change. Change the value with the up or down
arrow keys. To save the current value, simply press the circle key. To reset the counter
press the “RST” key.

RST
Key

Circle
Key

Up Down
Keys
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Rocker Switch
There is a three position rocker switch located between the lights labeled “RUN” or
“JOG”.

Run
If the rocker switch is set to the “RUN” position the transport will begin moving boxes
and continue when the “START” button is pressed.

Jog
If the rocker switch is set to the “JOG” position only one box at a time will be advanced
each time the “START” button is pressed.

Off
If the rocker switch is in the neutral or “OFF” position no boxes will be advanced when
the “START” button is pressed.
Note:

While in the “OFF” position the belt will continue to run.
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Maintenance
Cleaning
Clean the system daily or on a scheduled basis: When running the VCTS, cardboard
box dust will accumulate on the system. It is recommended that the dust be
blown/wiped off regularly so that it does not interfere with the photo eye, bearings,
slides surfaces, and bushings.

Belt Tracking and Wear
Periodically check the belt drive system. Look for wear on the belt surface as well as the
belt tracking. The belt surface should have a rough top and the belt should not be
rubbing on the top or bottom of the drive housing.
a) Loosen ½” nut on bottom side of idler wheel.
b) Using a 7/16” wrench and adjust bottom screw for tension and top screw for
tracking.
c) Do not over tighten belt, this could cause motor failure.
d) Track belt slightly towards top of idle wheel.
e) Use ¾” wrench to tighten ½” nut below idle wheel.

Lubrication
Lubricate shafts and bushings periodically, depending on usage and cardboard dust
accumulation. Shafts for chute and box pusher should be lightly oiled with silicone spray
or other lubricant.

Air filter
Check internal air filter in the control cabinet periodically.

Fasteners
Check all nuts and bolts to ensure that they are tight.
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If Cartons Do Not Feed Correctly
Check to ensure proper alignment of carton on chutes.
Check that the pusher bar is coming completely past the edge of the box before stroke.
Ensure hand knob is tightened.
Check chute spacing: leave 1/8” space between the end of the box and the inside wall
of the chute. This will allow the boxes to move freely.
Check that the box weight arms are moving freely on the box chute rails. If they need to
be adjusted do the following:
1. Remove the counter weights (4 screws)
2. Using a ½” wrench adjust the bottom V-guide wheel nut. This is an eccentric nut
(offset-hole center).
3. Turn the nut slightly to tighten or loosen the V-guide wheels on the rail.
4. Reassemble the counter weight on the bracket.
Check the air pressure.
Ensure the photo eye is properly mounted and “seeing” the box.
Check that the box stop spacers are properly adjusted to the box size.
Check the in feed roller assembly for position on belt.


Replace the spring as needed.



Replace the idle wheels as needed.



Move the assembly in the slotted holes to adjust spacing.
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Replacing the Drive Belt
Belt Cover
Screws

Belt Cover

Belt
Tracking
Bolt

Belt
Tension
Bolt

Loosen
Large Nut Located
Under Bottom Plate

Remove all the belt cover screws completely.
Remove the belt tracking bolt.
To allow the tension pulley to move loosen the large nut located under the belt tension
pulley.
Loosen the tension adjustment bolts so tension on the drive belt is relaxed.
Remove the belt from the pulleys.
Install the new belt around the pulleys.
Using the belt tension adjustment bolt put tension back on the belt.
Replace the belt tracking bolt.
Replace the drive belt cover and drive belt cover screws.
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Warranty Statement
Vertical Case Transport System
Warranty Statement
Eastey Enterprises warrants that all of the products it ships will be in good working order
and free from defects in material and workmanship and will conform to the published
specifications for that product.
Warranty Period
Drive motor(s): 1 year
Gear reducer:

1 year

All other parts:

1 year (Except for moving parts which are subject to normal
wear, tear and replacement which are warranted to be free from
defects in material and workmanship.)

Transport Performance and Printing Quality
Transport performance and printing quality achieved in a given application is dependent
on the installation, the material handling, and the maintenance provided. Eastey makes
no warranty that the transport performance or printing quality achieved in an application
will be the same as that achieved on a test piece in our facility or demo room.
Shipping Policy
Customer pays all incoming shipping. If the item is defective and under warranty,
Eastey pays return shipping charges for least costly method. If expedited shipping is
desired, customer must furnish his shipping account and shipping fees will be charged
to that account.
Warranty Verification
If you conclude that a product may be defective and may be covered by warranty,
obtain a Return Material Authorization number and return the defective item to Eastey.
Eastey will analyze the product and, if found to be defective, we will, at our option,
replace or repair the item. If the item is found to not be eligible for warranty, you will be
notified and may decide on disposition. Defective products will be replaced or repaired
as promptly as possible.
Warranty Eligibility
The warranty provided by Eastey Enterprises, Inc. is only to the original buyer.
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Limited Warranty
THE ABOVE WARRANTY IS EXCLUSIVE AND IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES, WHETHER EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING THE IMPLIED
WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
AND NONINFRINGEMENT.
Disclaimer of Damages
REGARDLESS OF WHETHER ANY REMEDY SET FORTH HEREIN FAILS OF ITS
ESSENTIAL PURPOSE, IN NO EVENT WILL EASTEY ENTERPRISES, INC. BE
LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, CONSEQUENTIAL, INDIRECT OR SIMILAR DAMAGES,
INCLUDING LOST PROFIT OR LOST OPPORTUNITIES OF ANY TYPE ARISING
OUT OF THE USE OR INABILITY TO USE THESE PRODUCTS EVEN IF EASTEY
ENTERPRISES, INC. HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGES.
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Customer Support
Eastey Technical Service
For help setting up, operating or maintaining the Eastey Enterprises Vertical Case
Transport please contact Eastey Technical Service at one of the numbers listed below.
Toll-Free Phone
Phone
Fax
E-mail
Web

800-835-9344
763-428-4846
763-795-8867
info@eastey.com
www.eastey.com

Thanks again for your purchase of Eastey products. We are pleased to be a part of
your packaging and marking needs.

